Torn Between Two Worlds – By: Anthony Martin
Headline
Anthony Martin’s newly released “Torn between Two Worlds” is a mind-clearing key for those
who are still unable to fully devote their hearts to God’s Kingdom.

Summary of the release
“Torn between Two Worlds” from Christian Faith Publishing author Anthony Martin is a deeply
illuminating manuscript that guides people towards a spirit-filled life, uncovers concealed
emotions, and reveals evil in order to pursue spiritual healing in a dilemma of being trapped
between separate worlds.

Full release text
“Torn between Two Worlds”: an important guide that will help those who devote to God yet are
still trapped in the in-betweens and fooled by darkness. “Torn between Two Worlds” is the
creation of published author Anthony Martin, a graduate of Liberty University in Lynchburg VA,
with a Bachelor of Science in psychology, Christian Counseling and a Master of Arts in
Theological Studies. He is an overseer and mentor to the leadership at Grace Christian Ministries
in Columbia, Maryland; and a host of Focus Life Perspectives. He is certified in the areas of
leadership, personal, and marital life coaching from Light University in Forest, Virginia and a
member of the American Association of Christian Counselors. Anthony is passionate about
helping others work through their challenges in route to a life filled with freedom and restoration.
Martin shares, “There are many Christians who are feeling the anguish of being torn between
two worlds. They have love for God in their hearts and a desire to live out their faith; however,
they find themselves yielding to carnal pleasures. Every day they war in the trenches and hurt
behind the scenes. This is a real challenge within the church, and many are at a crossroad in their
spiritual walk. They are asking themselves, ‘Do I continue with the masquerade of church as
usual, or do I take a hard look at my compromises?’ The objective of Torn between Two Worlds
is to help hurting Christians move toward a committed, liberated, and dedicated relationship with
God. However, this can only be accomplished if there is a willingness to courageously face their
compromises. Every Christian has their share of battles with the flesh, and for those who have
been restored, they know firsthand the agony that comes behind negotiating their faith.
Therefore, we need Christians who are willing to be open and transparent, in hopes of reaching
out to those who are trapped by the serpent’s devices. The book engages, encourages, and
exhorts its readers to consider the vast difference between the kingdom of God and the carnal
world. It stresses the importance of a devotional life with God in order to combat self-centered
desires.”
Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Anthony Martin’s new book is an essential read for
those who want to completely gain clarity in their life by fully devoting to Christ and
overcoming whatever comes along through His immense power and authority over all things.
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